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SHEARON HARRIS - UNIT 1, NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 
SPENT FUEL POOL PRACTICES AND CURRENT LICENSING BASIS 

A. SYSTEM DESIGN: (ref- plant's Design & Basis Document DBD # 110, and 
FSAR Section 9.1) 

The spent fuel storage facility is located in the Fuel Handling 
building. FAR Section 9.1.2.2 states that there are one new fuel 
pool and three spent fuel pools, interconnected by mean of a main 
transfer canal with runs the length of the fuel handling building 
(FHB). The FHB is split in two storage facilities: the North-end 
storage facility consisting of pools A & B, and the South-end facility 
consisting of pools C & D. A bridge crane is used to transport the 
spent fuel to spent -fuel racks and later to the cask. This procedure 
is carried out with spent fuel totally submerged. Currently, spent 
fuel is stored in fuel pools A & B (South-end) and are cooled by the 
two independent trains of spent fuel pool cooling system. Pools C & D 
(North-end) have not been used for spent or new fuel storage and their 
cooling systems are not yet piped in.  

The staff SER dated Nov/83 stated that fuel may be stored in 
combination of 6x10, 6x8, and 7x7 PWR rack modules and that the 
maximum storage capacity of the two spent fuel pools is 3024 PWR 
assemblies, which is more than 19 PWR cores. Each spent fuel 
facilities (North-end and South-end) is designed to be cooled by two 
100 percent independent trains, cooling and clean up systems (FPCCS) 
with equipment to remove the particulate and dissolved fission and 
corrosion products resulting from the spent fuel.  

By design, each FPCCS is comprised of two fuel pools, a transfer 
canal, two fuel pool heat exchangers, two cooling pumps, with 
strainers, demineralizer, demineralizer filter, purification filter, 
two water purification pumps, skimmers with one skimmer pump and 
associated fuel pool strainer & skimmer filter.  

Cooling pump: Two existing horizontal centrifugal pumps are non-iE, 
installed in separate lines to assure that pumping capacity is only 
partially lost should one pump become inoperative. This also allows 
maintenance on one pump while the other is in operation. Each of the 
fuel pool pump is powered from separated power sources (with 
capability to connect to emergency diesel generator on loss of offsite 
power.) 
Heat exchanger: shell and straight tube type, are cooled by a non
essential loop of Component Water Cooling system.  
Normal makeup water to the fuel pool is supplied by the Seismic Cat I 
RWST and Demineralized Water system (see FSAR 9.2.3.2). A backup 
system for filling the fuel pool is available thru flexible hoses, 
ESW, and RWST lines and their existing vent lines for emergency 
connection to the Seismic Cat I emergency service water system, the 
source for emergency makeup water.  

B. SUMMARY OF CLB REQUIREMENTS RE: SPENT FUEL POOL DECAY HEAT 
REMOVAL/REFUELING OFFLOAD PRACTICES

1. Technical Specification limits are provided for:



TS 3.9.3: A minimum decay time of 100 hours before moving fuel.  

TS 3.9.11: At least 23 feet of water shall be maintained above the 
irradiated fuel.  

TS 3.9.12: Two independent Fuel Handling Building Emergency 
Exhaust System Trains shall be operable.  

2. The maximum heat load in the pool under refueling conditio4s is 
limited to 44.4 x 106 Btu/hr for the full core offload case - all 
pools. [FSAR. Table 9.1.3-lA] 

3. Fuel pool temperature is limited to 142 'F for end-of-cycle 
refuelings with one fuel pool cooling pump operating. This 
temperature applies to core offloads up to and including full 
core refuelings and is less than the pool concrete design 
temperature of 150 ,F. [FSAR Table 9.1.3-2 and FSAR section 
9.1.3.1] 

Under true emergency conditions, such as a complete loss of spent 
fuel pool cooling with a full core in the SFP, fuel 
temperature rise from 150 'F to boiling (approximately 4.5 hours) 
has been reviewed and found acceptable. [Calculated from 
FSAR Table 9.1.3-2] 

4. Decay time is controlled by Technical specifications.  

5. No other implicit or explicit prohibitions exist within the CLB 
against performing a full core offload for any given refueling 
outage. (See discrepancies below) 

Discrepancies: 

1. Table 9.1.3-1A (and other paragraphs - see 9.1.3.3) calls the full 
core offload case "abnormal" even though it may be a regular 
practice at Harris to offload the full core. The licensee should 
review the FSAR against their operating practice and make 
editorial changes to the appropriate FSAR sections to avoid 
confusion.



SPENT FUEL POOLS CLB REVIEW - Continued

C. SUMMARY OF COMPLIANCE WITH CLB REQUIREMENTS AND COMMITMENTS 

(1) Offload Practice: The FSAR did not address the use of full-core 
offloads as routine evolution, however, the FSAR provides 
heatload tables to document spent fuel pool (sfp) heatloads for 
different anticipated refueling strategies, currently referred to 
as normal (1/3 core offload) and abnormal (full-core offload).  
The resident inspectors observed (IR 95-17, pg 22), from previous 
refueling outages, that the fuel pool cooling system was 
adequately designed to remove the residual heat generated from a 
freshly removed full-core, In addition, the licensee has in 
place plant procedure OMP-003, Outage Shutdown Risk Management, 
which contains sections that assure that adequate cooling and 
support systems are available during various refueling outage 
acti'(ities where maximum sfp heatloads are encountered. These 
assessments are outage specific and include time-to-boil 
calculations assuming loss of all cooling capabilities, and the 
current process for "controlling" heatloads is to perform the sfp 
heatload analysis with adequate conservatism to bound all 
expected scenarios. The fuel pool heatload assessments are 
included in the scope of this procedure. The maximum total sfp 
heatload calculated for the October 1995 refueling outage 6 was 
26.5 MBTU/hr and the FSAR maximum abnormal heatload (full-core 
offload plus existing inventory) value was 44.4 MBTU/hr.  

The resident inspectors observed (IR 50-400/95-15 dated November 
3, 1995, page 7) during refueling No. 6 activities, that fuel 
offload and reload activities in accordance with fuel handling 
procedure FHP-014, Rev 6, Fuel and Insert Shuffle Sequence.  

(2) Fuel Pool Level: Control room and local alarms are provided to 
alert the operator of high and low pool water level, and high 
temperature in the fuel pools. The licensee has in place 
procedures OST-1021 (Modes l&2), OST-1022 (Modes 3&$), and OST
1033 (Modes 5&6) to require verification of sfp level once per 
shift. This is more frequent than the 7 day frequency required 
by TS 4.9.11. The inspectors had observed (IR 50-400/95-15 date 
November 3, 1995, page 7) that during refueling No. 6, the 
licensee's fuel offload and reload activities were in accordance 
with fuel handling procedure FHP-014, Rev 6, Fuel and Insert 
Shuffle Sequence, and FHP-020, Refueling Operations [e.g., fuel 
handling equipment, including refueling bridge crane, hoist, and 
load cell had been properly tested, inspected, and calibrated, 
prior to fuel movement, as required by plant procedures,] and 
that operators maintained the refueling cavity water level 
at 23 feet above the reactor vessel flange during fuel 
movement.  

(3) Water Temperature: The licensee monitors sfp temperatures every 
4 hours and records them on Operations BOP logs. This monitoring 
provides guidance for operating sfp cooling pumps and these 
cooling pumps are run intermittently to keep sfp temperature 
between 85'F and 105'F. The resident inspectors has witnessed 
(IR 95-17, pg 22, dated 12/11/95) two refueling outages and at



various point has verified that pool temperatures were below the 
pool design temperature of 150 'F) 

(4) Decay Time: The licensee has in place procedure GP-009, 
Refueling Cavity Fill, Refueling and Drain of Refueling Cavity 
(Modes 5-6-5), step 5.3.1.19.a verifies that the reactor has been 
subcritical for at least 100 hours prior to fuel movement. This 
was a TS requirement and has 
been relocated to the Plant Procedure PLP-114, Relocated TS and 
Design Basis Requirements.  

(5) Controlling of specific activity in the spent fuel pools: The 
specific activity imposed by the FSAR was calculated assuming the 
fuel pools were filled to capacity (7298 bundles) and the crud 
attached to each bundle was homogeneously mixed throughout the 
pools and canals. As of 3/96 the licensee has 1695 fuel bundles 
(1195 BWR-Bruniswick, 276 PWR-Robinson, and 224 PWR-Harris) stored 
in the A and B spent fuel pools. The licensee stated that they 
routinely perform radiological surveys of the FHB operating floor 
and continuous airborne activity devices and general area 
radiation devices are in place to monitor these areas.



SPENT FUEL STORAGE DATA TABLE 

Facility Name: SHEARON HARRIS Unit: 1 

Licensee's SFP Name: David Baksa, System Engineer Phone: C/o Donna Alexander 
Contact 919-362-3190 

SFP Related Parameter(s): Limiting value or Condition: 
Tech. Specs. Licensed Thermal Power 2775 MWt (100% rated core pwr) 

SFP Level 23 ft above top of stored fuel 
SFP Boron Concentration 2000 ppm minimum (currently 2304) 
Decay time in Reactor Vessel 100 hrs (TS 3.9.3) 

SFP Structure Location: in Fuel Handling Building Seismic Classification of SFP Structure 
and Building: Seismic Cat 1, Quality Group 
"C Standards 

Volume of SFP(s): (FSAR Table 9.1.3-2) SFP Temperature for Stress Analysis: 
Pool A: 403,200 gals 150 *F 
Pool B: 403,920 gals 
Pool C: 191,480 gals 
Pool D: 147,804 gals 

Leakage Liner Type: Stainless steel Leakage Monitoring: Floor & Equipment 
Collection drain sumps and pumping systems to collect 

& transfer FPCCS leakage to waste 
management system.  
Alarms: Hi sump level in C/R, two alarms 
for low level (1st alarm at 24 ft) 
A low flow alarm (flow to the pool) is 
provided to warn of interruption cooling 
flow.  

Drainage Location of Bottom Drains: There is no Elevation of Gate Bottom Relative to 
Prevention built-in drain connection. Stored Fuel: (see FSAR pg 9.1.3-6a): 

Draining and syphoning of the spent and Cooling water return piping terminate at 
new fuel pools via piping or hose 279'-6", spent fuel pools suction piping 
connection to these pools or transfer exits at 278"-6-, new fuel pool exits at 
canals is precluded by the locations of 277'-6*, skinmer suction piping exits the 
penetrations, limitation on hose length, pool at 285"-3".  
or administrative controls on hose The normal pool water level is 284'-6" 
usage, and termination of piping (top of spent fuel is 260") 
penetrations flush with the liner. TS 5.6.2 requires pools to be maintained 

to prevent inadvertent drainage of the 
pools below 277' 

Siphon Lowest Elevation of Connected Piping Anti-Siphon Devices: by limiting the 
Prevention Relative to Fuel: 277"-6* for new fuel skimmer hose to 5', the skimmer system 

cooling piping exit. return piping enters the pool at 5' below 
normal water level. (FSAR page 91.3-6a) 

Make-up Safety-Related Source: Seismic Classification and Quality Group: 
Capability Backup to RWST for filling the fuel pool RWST: Seismic Category I.  

is normally available from demineralized ESW: Seismic Category I.  
water system; and through flexible 
hoses, ESW and RWST lines and their 
existing vent lines for emergency 
connection to ESW system, the source for 
emergency makeup water.  

Normal Source: 
from seismic Cat 1 RWST.  
also from Demineralized water system 
which passes = 6% of the cooling flow 
thru the demineralizer.  

Reactivity Limits on .,f and Enrichment: (9.1.2.3) Soluble Boron Credit for Accidents: 
Keff < 0.95 under all conditions when Neutron absorbing material is encapsulated 
flooded with unborated water (TS 5.6.1a) into the stainless steel walls of each 

stage cell (9.1.2.1).



Facility Name: SHEARON HARRIS Unit: 1 

Reactivity Solid Neutron Poisons: (Table 9.1.2-1) No. of Fuel Storage Zones: (Ref: FSAR 
Control PWR Poison: 0.020 Section 9.1.2.1): The max storage capacity 

BWR Poison: 0.0103 of the three spent fuel pools (A, B, C) is 
3704 PWR assemblies, and the total for 
both spent and new fuel pools (A, B, C, 
and D) is 4184 assemblies. The spent fuel 
pools are designed for the storage of both 
PWR and MIR fuel from other CP&L nuclear 
plants. The 7x7 PWR rack modules are 
interchangeable with llxll BWR rack 
modules as these rack cover the same floor 
space. The actual number and types of 
assemblies stored will vary.  

Shared or Split No. of SFP(s): Pool A: (Ref: FSAR No. of SFPS Receiving Discharge from a 
SFPs Section 9.1.2.1): The max storage Single Unit: 

capacity of the three spent'fuel pools Since Refuel Outage No. 6 (10/95), the 
(A, B, C) is 3704 PWR assemblies, and number of spent fuel assemblies stored in 
the total for both spent and new fuel SFPs are: (/Ed Wills of CP&L 3/4/96) 
pools (A, B, C, and D) is 4184 1365 BWR from Brunswick 
assemblies. The spent fuel pools are 224 PWR from Robinson 
designed for the storage of both PWR and 336 PWR from Harris (was 224 as of 5/95) 
BWR fuel, from other CP&L nuclear plants. (plus 1 basket for 2 Harris damaged rods) 

TS 5.3.6 states that the new and spent 
fuel pools are designed for a storage 
capacity of 1832 PWR fuel assemblies and a 
variable number of PWR and BWR storage 
spaces in 48 interchangeable 7x7 PWR 
(10.5" center to center) and llxll BWR 
(6.25- center to center) racks.  

SFP Design Normal: Table 9.1.3-2: (= 2/3 core plus Emergency/Abnormal: (=1-2/3 core plus fuel 
Inventory Cases fuel from other plants) from other plants) 

SFP Design Heat Normal: Emergency/Abnormal: 
Load (MBTU/Hr) North-end pools South-end pools North-end pools South-end pools 
and Temperature 13.35 MBTU/hr 5.417 MBTU/hr 39.02 MBTU/hr 5.417 MBTU/hr 
(VF) 137 'F* 126 *F* 142 *F* 110 °F* 

with one cooling loop operating * w/ one cooling loop operating 
Maximum: 

SFP Cooling No. of Trains: 2, 100 percent Licensed to Withstand Single Active 
System Component Failure: Yes 

No. of SFPs Served by Each Train: 2 Qualification: Seismic Cat 1, Quality 
pools Group 

Electrical Qualification and Independence of Power Load Shed Initiators: Undervoltage or SI 
Supply to SFP Supply: Independent class 1E to start Emergency Diesel Generator 
Cooling System 
Pumps 

Backup SYP System Name: N/A Qualification: N/A' 
Cooling: There are two independent, 100% 

capacity, cooling systems to each spent 
fuel storage facility 

SFP Heat System Name: Qualification: Seismic Cat 1.  
Exchanger Components Cooling Water System (FSAR 
Cooling Water Section 9.2.2) 

Secondary System Name: Qualification: Seismic Cat 1.  
Cooling Water Service Water System (9.2.2) 
LOOp 

Ultimate Heat Type: Auxiliary Reservoir (preferred UHS Design Temperature: 95 °F (pg 9.2.2-1) 
Sink source). main Reservoir is back up 

source.  

SFP Cooling Design Heat Capacity: 2.11 NTBU/hr Type: Shell & Tube 
System Heat 
Exchanger SFP Side Flow (lb/hr or GPM): Cooling Water Flow (lb/hr or GPM): 
Performance 2.256 MBTU/hr 2.68 MBTU/hr 

SFP Temperature: 120 'F (Table 9.1.3-2) Cooling Water Inlet Temp: 105 'F (Table 
9.1.3-2)



Facility Name: SHEARON HARRIS Unit: 1 

SFP Cooling Loop Return Temp: 113 -F Cooling Water Outlet Temp: 110 'F 

SFP Related Parameter(s): Setpoint: 284.75'/ 284'/ 282' 
Control Room high level/ low level/ lo-lo level 
Alarms 

Location of SFP Level: Annunciators mounted on SFP SrP Temperature: Panel F-P9 in FHB, and 
Indications alarm panels in FEB. in CIR: pool A on ALB-23, 

pool B on ALB-23, 
hi level alarm for floor/equip drain is 
in Control Room (see page 9.1.3-6b) 

SFP Cooling Parameter(s): None Independence: Yes- Two 100% independence 
System Automatic systems 
Pump Trips 

SFP Boiling Staff Acceptance of non-Seismic SFP Off-site Consequences of SFP Boiling 
Cooling System Based on Seismic Category Evaluated: None found 
I SFP Ventilation System: N/A 

If Yes, Was Filtration Credited: 

SFP/Reactor Separation of SFP Operating Floor from Separation of Units at Multi-Unit Sites: 
System Portion of Aux. or Reactor Bldg. that Separate pools interconnected by mean of a 
Separation Contains Reactor Safety Systems: main transfer canal with runs the length 

of the Fuel building.  
Yes- SFPs are located in a separate fuel 
handling building that does not house Rx 
safety system components.  

Heavy Load SFP Area Crane Qualified to Single Routine Spent Fuel Assembly Transfer to 
Handling Failure Proof Standard IAW NUREG-0612 ISFSI or Alternate Wet Storage Location: 

and/or NUREG-0554: 
Yes- NUREG-0612 (see SER-10/86) Received spent fuel assemblies from 

Brunswick and Robinson plants 

Operating Administrative Control Limit(s) for SFP Administrative Control Limits tor SFP 
Practices Temperature during Refueling: Cooling System Redundancy and SFP Make-up 

142 *F (w/maximum abnormal heatload) System Redundancy: 
w/ minimum of one SFP cooling loop.  

Frequency of Full-Core Off-loads: Administrative Controls on Irradiated Fuel 
All prior outages Decay Time prior to Transfer from Reactor 

Vessel to SFP: 
100 hours by TS 3.9.3, also plant 
procedure GP-009, Refueling Cavity fill, 
refill, and cleaning (Mode 5-6-5.) 

Type of Off-load Performed during Most For Units with Planned Refueling Outages 
Recent Refueling: Scheduled to Begin before April 30, 1996, 
full-core offload Type of Off-load Planned for Next 

Refueling and Planned Shutdown Date: 

full-core offload
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Nuclear Safety Nuclear Profits 
Will CPSL reject public concerns about its massive 

high-level waste build-up?

January 14 
A worker error tripped a series of fail
causing the plant to stop completely.  
spent the day checking for damage tdu 
from a sudden stop.  

March 5 and 6 
A steam valve that must open to let im 
and debris out of the steam generators 
operate. The next day, a second such 
failed. Officials had to bring the plant

A 1999 nationalpublic opinion poll found that over 66% of U.S. residents believe another serious accident i 
klkely at a nucl4er reactor in ihis cournot However, -9! recenitly, few People realized that mjor nuclear 

arcieants could also reslit from "Spent" reactor fael - high-level waste - now being tored in pools af waxer at 
Acores ofssclear power plants.  

A 1996 TIM magazine cover story cast new light on the potedialfor accidents from spentfuel storage, and an 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commiuton's decades-long inability to adequatly qfguard the public.  

Spent nuclearfuel is so highly radioactive it must be stored for up tofire years in pools of cooling waxer 40 feet 
deep. TWe water must be cons• ty circulated to dissipate the intense heat. After five years, the waste must be 
isolated and cooled by either water or airfor anot her 20, 00 years or more to protect people and the environment 

A 1991 study by Brookhaven National Laborwaories concluded that a waste poolaccident near a highly popu
lae area could cause over 140,000 cancer deaths, $500 billion in property damage and contaminate . million 
acres offorudtmd beyond recovery.  

BEFORE OCTOBER OF 1998, members of the general public knew ,othýig of Carolina Power & 
Light's proposal to create the nation's largest stockpile of highly radioactive waste fuel at the Shearon Harls 
Nuclear Plant in central North Carolina, Much of the waste would come from oths CP&L reactors to Harris, which 
is located near Apex and Cary, on tie southern edge of - and upwind from - the Triangle area.  

Two top nuclear safety exports warn that CP&LUs waste expansion would substantially increase the chance of a 
severe nuclear accident which - due to the enormous concentration of radioactivity at Hurts - could be far worse 
than ftl infamous CJernobyl disaster in 1986.  

The good news is that a proven alternative storage plan would greatly reduce the risk of a nuclear accident and 
would require less than a one perce•n reduction in net profit for CP&L. The bad newt: So far, CP&L wants to Savo 
that extra money.  

"The industry doaes not have sufficient da to support the claim that a spent fuel accident is 
unlikely to occur." - David Lochbaum, Union of Cocerned Scientists 

"The potential consequences of a severe accident far outweigh any argument that such an 

accident has a low probab lity of occurring." - Gordon Thompson Ph,D.  

Nuclear facilities rely on highly complex systems which are susceptible to technical and humm erroc close-to
home evidence of this reality are the three emergency shutdowns of the Harris reactor in early 1999.  

While the risk of a nuclear accident at Harri-s may seem unlikely, people within I0 miles of the plant are 
reminded daily, by the blue evacuation signs and large yellow sirens, that the industry and the govenment 
recognize die potential for an emergeacy, Due to the far greaser mass of radioactivity in waste pools, the NRC 
has identified a S0 mill radius from she plant as the potential impact zone for a waste accident. But ther are 
no blue signs or specified evacuation routes to designate this broader area, so if radio or television is inter
rupted by an alert about the nuclear plant, we're on our own.  

Cooling pools for spent fuel were not designed for long-term u.se; the original plan was to ship the wvaste.  
to a federal repository Vory two or ft"re years. Now, with a federal wst= site years or decades from 
approval, Hanis could well be stockpiling high-level nuclear waste for decades. Certainly the probability 

of hunmn or mechanical errors leading to a waste accident increases over time, 

Citizens and organizations across the region responded to news of the wate expansion by contacting 
CP&L and local officials. The public flooded CP&L's Email line to the point where the company 
changed the CEO's address. Eleven local governments and several news editorial boards joined the 
call for a full and open review of the project- CP&L det rpeatdly promisLd - in public - to 
openly address all safety and environmental concerns, 

"AM concerns brought to CP&L will be addressed before CP&L moves ahead 
with the project. ... There will be no approval until all safety issues are re
solved." 

-John Caves, Supervisor of Corporate Reg•la•tory Affais, CP&L, ChapelHil Herald, Jan 2, 1999 

But as soon as two independent nuclear safety experts began their analyses. CP&L reversed 
itself Instead of justiyiong its plan in front of exports and the public. the company launched a 

XVIIPis% major legal and public relations offensive, seeking to block a full airing of the safety issues, 
.,t ',tX• 7.,. 7' Even energy giant Duke Power joined rival CP&Ls efforts to persuade elected officials across 

the regiou to "support CP&Lt Some of the lobbying - through use of CP&Ls multi-million 
dollar "charitable contributions" fund, may have crossed the line into felony bribery; a current 

safes, investigation may reveal more on this, 
Crews 

A public hearing on the waste expansion plan would be required if CP&L merely asked for it: 
at can occur instead CP&L even challenged Orange County's right to raise concerns, and claims the NRC's 

closed-door examination is sfficient. An NRC licensing board broke tradition and agreed that 
certain issues raiseod by Orange would have to be further examined, Bu4 with its long history 
of bias favoring the nuclear industry, it Is unlikely the NRC will ultimately deny CP&L the 

iptrities license amendinet unles ordered to by the courts

However, CP&L now realize its corporate image is at stake, and soon the company will have 

valve to compete for its customers in a dergulated electricity market, NC WARN, the Chatham 
down to Nuclear Action Group, and citizens organizina in Apex and across the region are convinced the

P. 01
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Largest US. High-level Waste Site: Key Safety issues
CP&U•a apponion for a acur Hlmg-dmnsity pool storage of spent fuel eates tee 
ssr! Ce•pwWon ha ben reviewed by . .  ", n b-,. o , yk, n ir ..potential for a severe atddet from loss of cooling or 

safety cerpcta Dr. Conk's Thompson tI is wan ei•ucs, s• cnrt "o trough a nudear mrelion, induding meltdown.  
hAm worked fr goverminenu ad oaer 

orosioatons, in SAWe and throgh- spec tround each assembly. that thse zirconiua coating reacts with 
OW d Wern Hfru a phn r. Davi d igki-doasity po storage of spent water, ass of Stuasm to create a be
Lochbaswe w a coCaxrloos so ke fuel meet the potential foar a sever preodting reactio (a fire). Te fire 
aaCeIarpowe- mdsAVYfir 17 yeara acde tohrn loss of cooling orthrough would vagoere radiotiv Cenium
is now with zsw Union ofCoacernd a nuIc rearction. including meltdown. 137, which would easily escape from 
Sc ticwer and I -oaorqfte book TO 2Pipent an uocoanitlled naclear the waste frea, nod it could melt dte 
Nuttiar 1haeke jDioistCe rb ,,d th• MMb~r lb ne=ftet shields. allowing an ot of 
AeOmih tOey wonled • eparatet, ing bldew must separae tet• waMte controa naette Chain reM¢ion even if 

7hoe"Osae•et %cehboas osa sers with feed as"Ably. Both aw pools would coolingwaeise -tetred.  
om.e r +fndi. yi artcle f, eventually be filled literally wall to wall Water soaniag emend the bottom 

Inlada an ,, thi nlss with waste paeked aso tightly that there of thr waste fact assemblies weeld 
woeald be let• thdus half inch for block air flow, leading to cves grater SPEN' NUCLEAR FUEL 0otolg walerbetween assemtblio If boild-op of beat dtn if all water were 

W'V T3LLBEH' OUS the neen.e ubield fails due to • aa•druc gne UndeC&L'stightpackagof 
for tess of trouhsada o f yari. tien d ae is damaged (for example, if assemblies in pools C an D, waste 

loe the rn-4 five years aft renmcvil tle 0&ada cs-Ane dopped a fuel asoemblies a t of the reactor for up to 
from a reactor, it is aSo tighly rad• • -c. nssembly) or is damaged in a fire a ll0 year could s••Il secrt a ruet ay heat
five and intensely hot, iL mast be nuclear chain reaction Cold result. A produacng macion. Although ps•tral 

Stlod in Special poot of w ,itr 40 chain reaction could also occur If a pool dtainagc is mr Likely than towal 
deep. which must be conatandly spenc fuel AseniL bly which -s dis- loss of water and would always precede 

cimculatod to dissipate the hat and charged from the ractor within five Completep drainage, NRC his avoided 

shield wor'ks from radiation. years is mistaken y placed i01o the coridontion of rists from partial 

The Hars fuel building contairnt wrong rncb drainage anen thin problem wa first 

two cooling poola (A & B) which If cooling is inter•upted by sabotagc, identifed in March Of 1979, 
already store spent fue and two oth- r tecrrasm, accident or rnaural distiter, The nt- Harris pools were orgi

pools (C & D) with partially coot- the cooling water ca boil sway in natty desiomed to o oerate with their 
plesed plumbing, plus a pool for about 13 bourn (CP&Vs ertimate). owe tomlp• setl of independint 
unloading waste fuel shipping coasks. Since the water is also a radiation coasing, electrical and back-up power 

All these arai are. interconnected by Shield. the waste pool area could sy.tents. CMP&L now proposes to cal 

tAesfur Canals whil can bhe tmpo h become too radioaucita fur wotters to all four pools and provide back-up 

raoily separated by gtea. Spent fucl aierualCly. power eusing only the readtor' 

bundi•s (or assembli) would be Any or all of the spent fucl poels at systems - syu also critital to 

stored in pools A through D and sarses could have a aevese fire or raettor safety. Thin configurition 
moved by crane thsough to canls, setea-nzhrenionum reactloe If wase would increase the potential for reactor 

Th' wasae fual -ae raeck in assemblis are evn patially uncov. accidents. especially in the evem of loss 

Pools A and B hold the waste murh ered. If even patially exposed to air, of off-rita power (e-nul f•tilities rely 

Cloe Together that orisinally waste aucrblios ca ov6rhat rso wai on off-site power in case Anything 

designed fur CP&L's plan for pools 
C and D farther•brae•as the scoling . . . . . . . . .

it!Spenr NuldeariFuel+at ' 
Shearon Harris:

happens to cause the reactor to diut 
down auddenly; powcr grids are 
vaiteerble to weathdr IcAteoptioni 
and posiblyY2=). If a reactor 
accidnt occurred, cooling of the fool 
pools would be interrupted and the 
spent fuel building would be contai
neatd. Personnel could no longer gain 
a-cess to the plant to stor¢e cooing 
flow, Thai. a reracr accident wouka 
lkkly hefJowlnebyrdeofbifre 
whi•h would re•.o much nobta 
Ceaium-137 and other lang-lived 
radioisotopes than would the reactor 
accident.  

CeP&tL documrens shoe tic 
company considered building the 
independent cooling sad power 
"sacoams as origlinally called for all 
these optoos wrer rejected, appar
ently to lane money, 

CPaL thaewaway key waste pool 
safety deosineets, Without them. the 
condition of to piping embedded in 
concrete under the rnw pools for the 
past t6 years cario be veriftrd so 
national engi•-cring ritddaeds.  
Faulty piping welds could IeW to tos 
of pool cooling.  

"B."aue of d., possible 
•peeelesiofseside lfake and 
.TCCnss, s eply have to 
Oaks fhezafqelsrestos Newt 

1sa iglti o~m n to avoid .  
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fix& the problem.  

Mardi 12 
Crews discovered they w=r unable to regulate 
the water level tha stocks tho steam generator 
The Oulagc had the plant down for a full week.

plan with the safer one. Please add your voice to the growing cailfor CP&L to demnonsmiut 
good corporate cjizonwhip by reducing ht risk of aseverr accident at the Harris Nuclear 
PlaA, rather Om greatly increasing that rink 

"We are already living with a threat from that reactor and the existing 
waste pools. CP&L should not expand the risk to ghe people of this arm." 
- Rev Carrie Bolton, Pittsboto
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Doubling high-level 
w , .wste pools at the Harris Plant 

would create a larger stockpile of long-lived 
radioactivity than released at Chernobyl 

Importing waste from 2 other plants (th reason for the proposed 

expansion) increases the risk and ieverity of a major acxident.

[' tv�'\ � 

;.iJ.

W The Nuclear Regulatory Commission admits a 
major waste pool accident would threaten a 50-mile radius 
"V Numerous "near miss" accidents fhcyt already occurred in the U.S.  

Waste pools were not designed for long-term rtorage; waste will be a threat for 10,00-0 yeers.  

NC WARN is calling on CP&L to step beyond regulations which 
block public input to the decision.  

NC WARN has Identlfie•d serious techni-cal concerns about CP&L's unprecedented cooling 

system and safety plan: it appears that this would be tte only 4.poo-I wa-te systemn in the U.S.  

NUCLEAR SAFETY IS NOTA PRIVATE MATTER: 
1. Send this entire page to CP&L with a short handwritten note: Urge C.E.0, Williarm Cavanaugh to 

commit to a genuine public process: 

PO 6ox 1551, Raleigh 27602-1551, 919-546-6111 Fax 546-3210 e-mail: bill. cvanaughLc--pic.com 

2. Let the media and your county officials know this is important to you.  

3. Help NC WARN press the technical and legal challenge with a tax-deduCtible contribution.

NC WARN) Waste Awareness & Reduction Network 
PO BoX 61051, Durham, NC 27715-1051 
(919) 490-0747 /Fax (919) 493-66514 e-mall: NC-WARN:IPOSOX.COM

TCTPL P. C3



United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Office of Public Affairs, Region II 

61 Forsyth Street, Suite 23T85, Atlanta, GA 30303 
Tel. 404-562-4416 or 4417 Fax 404-562-4980 

Internet: kmc2@nrc.gov or rdhl@jnrc.gov 

No: 11-99-50 FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Contact: Ken Clark or Roger Hannah (Tuesday, October 19, 1999) 

ASLB TO HEAR LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENTS DECEMBER 7 & 8 
ON CP&L REQUEST TO INCREASE SPENT FUEL STORAGE AT HARRIS 

An Atomic Safety and Licensing Board will hear limited appearance statements in Raleigh, 
North Carolina, on Tuesday, December 7, and in Chapel Hill on December 8 in connection with 
a proceeding involving Carolina Power & Light Company's request to the U. S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission to increase the spent fuel storage capacity of its Shearon Harris nuclear 
power plant near Raleigh.  

On December 23, 1998, CP&L asked the NRC to amend the Harris plant's operating license 
to place two additional, unused spent fuel pools in service. The Board of Commissioners of 
Orange County, North Carolina, petitioned to intervene. A three-member ASLB granted the 
Commissioners' petition and is in the process of conducting a hearing on the merits of the request.  

Persons not a party to the proceeding will be permitted to make an oral statement setting forth 
his or her position on matters of concern related to the proceeding. These statements do not 
constitute testimony or evidence, but may help the Board and/or the parties in their deliberations 
in connection with the issues.  

Persons who have submitted a timely written request to make an oral limited appearance 
statement will be given priority over those who have not. In order to be considered timely, written 
requests to make an oral statement must be mailed, faxed or sent by e-mail so as to be received 
by the close of business (4:30 p.m. EST) on Monday, November 29. The request must specify 
the date (Tuesday, December 7, or Wednesday, December 8) and the session on that day 
(afternoon or evening) during which the requester wishes to speak.  

Written requests to make an oral statement should be sent to: 
MAIL - Office of Secretary 

Rulemakings and Adjudications Staff 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001 

FAX -(301)415-1101 
E-MAIL - hearingdocket@nrc.gov 

(MORE)
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A copy of the written request to make a limited appearance statement should also, using 
the same method of service, be sent to the Chairman of the licensing board as follows: 

MAIL -Administrative Judge G. Paul Bollwerk, III 
Atomic Safety & Licensing Board Panel 
Mail Stop T-3F23 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555 - 0001 

FAX - (301) 415-5599 
E-Mail: - gpb~nrc.gov 
The time allotted for each statement normally will be no more than five minutes, but may be 

further limited, depending on the number of written requests to speak and/or the number of 
persons present at the designated times.  

The ASLB will hear oral limited appearance statements on the following dates at the 
specified locations and times: 

Tuesday, December 7 - Jane S. McKimmon Conference Center 
North Carolina State University 
Corner of Gormon Street and Western Avenue 
Raleigh, North Carolina 
Aftemoon - 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. (EST) 
Evening - 7:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. (EST) 

Wednesday, December 8 - Southern Human Resources Center 
Main Meeting Room 
2505 Homestead Road 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 
Afternoon - 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. (ES1) 
Evening - 7.00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. (EST) 

Interested persons may also submit written limited appearance statements at any time by 
addressing them to those indicated for receipt of requests for time to make oral statements.
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